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Voice
The Black Tower – Hotel Diaries – The Girl Chewing
Gum – Soft Work
8LIZSMGILEWEKIRXPIVIPE\IHTVIWIRGI%
0SRHSREGGIRXFYXRSXTEVXMGYPEVP]WXVSRK
1E]FIEWPMKLXPMWTEPXLSYKLXLIWTIEOIVXIPPW
us he can’t hear it himself. The monologue
WIIQWXSVEQFPIVI¾IGXMRKSRIZIV]HE]
TIVWSREPI\TIVMIRGI XLIVIGIRXPSWWSJEXSSXL
the exorbitant price of Toblerone purchased
from a hotel minibar) or the technical problems
SJ½PQQEOMRK TSSVJSGYWHYWXSRXLIPIRW
TVILEVHIRIVHMVXMRXLI½PQIQYPWMSR 8LI
XSRIMW[EVQLYQSVSYWWIPJQSGOMRK±FIJSVI
]SYWXEVXXSPSWIMRXIVIWXMRXLMW-WLSYPH
preface this video by letting you know that I’m
actually one of the most famous experimental
½PQQEOIVWMRXLI[SVPH²%R\MSYWEFSYX½PQMRK
±GSVR]²±VSQERXMG²WYRWIXWEX1EVKEXIXLI
ZSMGII\TPEMRW±-HSR´X[ERXXSKIXX]TIGEWXEW
EWYRWIX½PQQEOIV²
8LIYWISJLYQSYVXLIWIPJVI¾I\MZIJSGYWSR
½PQQEOMRKERHXLIGSRGIVR[MXLXLIIZIV]HE]
XLITIVWSREPERHXLIHSQIWXMGMHIRXMJ]XLI
[SVOEWXLEXSJ½PQQEOIV.SLR7QMXL%RHMX
MWXLIZSMGIMXWIPJEWQYGLEWXLIXLIQEXMGERH
WX]PMWXMGGSRWMWXIRG]SJLMW½PQWXLEXMHIRXM½IW
Smith as auteur – a sonic presence inscribed
across a body of work shot in and around spaces

ERHTPEGIWXLI½PQQEOIVLEWIMXLIVMRLEFMXIHSV
visited. Weaving its way through four decades
of creative activity the voice is heard in early
½PQWWYGLEWThe Girl Chewing Gum  PEXIV
works including the Black Tower  ERH
the more recent Hotel Diaries series (2001-7). If
there is something unmistakably documentaryPMOIMR7QMXL´W[SVOXLIRSR½VWXLIEVMRK
LMWVEQFPMRKGEWYEPZSMGISZIVWIIQWXSFI
the very antithesis of the polished narration
HIPMZIVIHF]QIHMETVSJIWWMSREPWMRQSWX½PQ
and television productions. Where voiceover narration in documentary often works to
GSRWXVEMRERHERGLSVXLIQIERMRKSJERMQEKI
7QMXL´WZSMGI[SVOWXSQYPXMTP]I\XIRHERH
GSQTPMGEXIQIERMRKKIRXP]TVSQTXMRKYWXS
MRXIVTVIXERMQEKIMRWYVTVMWMRKYRI\TIGXIH
and sometimes troubling ways. Over one of the
many ‘imageless’ black screens that populate
The Black Tower[ILIEVXLI½PQ´WYRWIIR
TVSXEKSRMWXZSMGIHF]7QMXLVIGEPPMRK±-
decided to take another look at the tower near
Q]LSYWI[LIR-KSXFEGOFYXF]XLIXMQI-
got there it was dark. There was no moon and
I couldn’t see it over the rooftops. That night
I dreamt that I was imprisoned in the tower.
My body was paralysed and only my eyes could
QSZI%X½VWX-XLSYKLXXLEX-[EWMRGSQTPIXI
HEVORIWWFYXEJXIVE[LMPI-RSXMGIHEKVI]MWL
speck which remained in the same place when I
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QSZIHQ]I]IW-VIEPMWIHXLEX-[EWJEGMRKE¾EX
black wall. I got the feeling that the room was in
JEGXFVMKLXP]PMXFYX-GSYPHR´XFIWYVI²
-RQSWX½PQQEOMRKTVEGXMGIWEFPEGOWGVIIR
would be thought of as the absence of an
image – an empty frame devoid of meaning. But
in response to the suggestions of the voiceSZIVMRThe Black Tower this same black screen
GSQIWXSVITVIWIRXEQSSRPIWWRMKLXWO]
XLIHEVORIWWSJERYRPMXVSSQERHXLIRXLI
FPEGO[EPPSJXLIXS[IVXLEXLEYRXWXLI½PQ´W
protagonist. So persuasive is the voice-over
that we may ourselves search the screen for the
grey mark described by the narrator. Heard in
the gallery Smith’s hypnotic voice transforms
the nothingness of the black screen into an
image invested with meaning. At the same
XMQIE[EVIXLEX[IEVIMRJEGXEPWSPSSOMRKEX
³RSXLMRK´[IQE]FIGSQIQSVIE[EVISJXLI
space around us – aware of the mechanics of
TVSNIGXMSRXLIQEXIVMEPMX]SJXLIWGVIIRXLI
space of the gallery. The suggestive power of
the voice-over may appear to rest primarily
SR7QMXL´WPMRKYMWXMGWOMPPWFYXXLMW[SYPHFI
to ignore the role played by the voice itself.
-RMXWGEWYEPWTSRXERISYWMQTVSZMWEXSV]JIIP
Smith’s voice-overs feel wholly unlike the Voice
of God narration of the classic documentary
XVEHMXMSR&YXRIZIVXLIPIWW7QMXL´WZSMGISZIV
manoeuvres the spectator into position –
KYMHMRKRYHKMRKERHPIEHMRKYWXSXLITSMRXEX
which a new perspective will suddenly become
evident. In distracting us from the manipulatory
TS[IVSJ7QMXL´WHMWIQFSHMIHZSMGIXLIGEWYEP
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XSRIWIVZIWXSGVIEXIEWIPJVI¾I\MZIWTEGI
in which we may become aware of our own
MQEKMREXMZIIRKEKIQIRX[MXLXLI½PQW¯E[EVI
XLEX[IEVIMRZIWXMRKERMQEKI[MXLQIERMRK
QEOMRKGSRRIGXMSRW½RHMRKSYVS[R[E]
Paradoxically this self-awareness is most acute
[LIR7QMXLVIZIEPWLMWLERHPIXXMRKYWORS[
that he knew exactly what we were thinking
EPPEPSRKERHXLYWPE]MRKFEVIXLI½PQQEOIV´W
GSRXVSPSZIVXLIEYHMIRGIXLIQERMTYPEXSV]
TS[IVSJGMRIQEXLIQIHMEXIHREXYVISJ
representation.
This power of the voice is central to the
impact made by a number of the videos in the
Hotel Diaries series. In Dirty Pictures (2007)
Smith relates a distressing scene witnessed
at a crossing point on the Separation Wall in
Bethlehem. As Smith describes the technology
SJXLIGLIGOTSMRXLMWGEQIVETPE]WEGVSWWXLI
furniture in his hotel room in East Jerusalem.
Conjured by the descriptive power of the
MQTVSZMWIHZSMGISZIVXLIJEQMPMEVQMWIIR
scene of his immediate surroundings begins
to double and recreate the Israeli checkpoint
– the door on a dressing table stands in for
EXYVRWXMPIXLIWLIPJLSPHMRKLMWWYMXGEWI
becomes a conveyor belt transporting personal
FIPSRKMRKWXLVSYKLER\VE]QEGLMRI[LMPILMW
drifting handheld camerawork mimics the zigzag
passage of travellers through the checkpoint
JEGMPMX]MXWIPJ8LIVISRXLITVIZMSYWHE]7QMXL
LEH[MXRIWWIHEHMWXVEYKLXHMWEFPIH4EPIWXMRMER
woman being refused access to the other side
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of the wall after repeatedly setting off the alarm
on a security scanner. Following a number
of unsuccessful attempts she is ordered to
remove her orthopaedic shoes and hobbles
XLVSYKLXLIWIGYVMX]EVGLSRP]XSFIVIJYWIH
IRXV]]IXEKEMR0]MRKMRRSGIRXP]SRXLI¾SSV
of his room - in the western tourist’s privileged
space of comfort and leisure - his own shoes
return and transport us to the plight of the
Palestinian woman as Smith explains that he
LEHFIIR[EZIHXLVSYKLXLIGLIGOTSMRXLMW
British passport given only the most cursory
of inspections by the Israeli security staff. Here
XLIIZIV]HE]YRVIQEVOEFPIQMWIIRWGIRISJ
travel is made meaningful through the power
SJWTSOIRREVVEXMZIEW7QMXLERMQEXIWERH
reframes the mundane surroundings of his hotel
VSSQGLEVKMRKIZIRXLITVSWEMGMQEKISJETEMV
SJWLSIW[MXLTSPMXMGEPWMKRM½GERGI
Ambient sound
Lost Sound
7XER[E]'SYVX27YRHE]%TVMPXL&MVHWSRK
XVEJ½GTEWWMRKMRXLIHMWXERGI8LI[LMTTMRK
and crackling of abandoned audiocassette tape
ERMQEXIHF]XLI[MRH%NIXTEWWIWSZIVLIEH
and we catch a short snatch of what might be
%VEFMGQYWMGQYJ¾IHERHMRHMWXMRGX8LIWSYRH
is accompanied by a shot of cassette tape caught
EVSYRHMVSRVEMPMRKWXVEMPMRKPMOIWXVIEQIVWMRXLI
FVII^I3R½VWXLIEVMRKXLIWSYRHXVEGOWIIQW
to consist only of ambient sound – recorded
SRPSGEXMSR[MXLXLIMQEKIPEQMREXIHXSMX

8LMWMWXLIYRVIQEVOEFPIIZIV]HE]FEGOKVSYRH
RSMWISJXLIYVFERIRZMVSRQIRXWSYRHWXLEX
[ILIEVFYXVEVIP]PMWXIRXSWSYRHWXLEX
YRHIVRSVQEPGMVGYQWXERGIWFEVIP]MRWGVMFI
themselves on our consciousness. The location
recording helps to give the video a documentary
EIWXLIXMGFSPWXIVIHF]XLITVIGMWIHIXEMPWSJ
location and date given onscreen. The very
mundanity of the soundtrack suggests a lack
of mediation - a guarantee of the indexicality
and objectivity of the recording. The music
[ILIEVGSYPHFIEQFMIRXWSYRHMWWYMRKJVSQ
some unseen source in Stanway Court. But in
fact it has been harvested from the abandoned
audio tape we see in the shot. In this way Lost
Sound (1998-2001) documents fragments of
discarded cassette tape found by Smith and his
collaborator Graeme Miller in a small area of
)EWX0SRHSR8LIXETIMWWLSXMRWMXY[VETTIH
EVSYRHGPYQTWSJKVEWWWREKKIHF]XLITIIPMRK
FEVOSJEXVIIWXYGOFILMRHEWEXIPPMXIHMWL
submerged in a kerbside puddle. At one level
Lost Sound is a video in which little seems to
FILETTIRMRKQYGLSJXLITVSNIGXJIEXYVIW
WXEXMGWLSXWSJWXVIIXJYVRMXYVIXVIIXVYROW
JIRGIWEIVMEPW7MQMPEVP]XLIEQFMIRXWSYRHW
recorded in these locations present familiar
ERHYRVIQEVOEFPIYVFERWSYRHWGETIWZEV]MRK
MRHIRWMX]HITIRHMRKSRPSGEXMSRXMQISJHE]
ERHTVS\MQMX]XSVSEHWJEGXSVMIWWLSTWERHXLI
¾MKLXTEXLWSJEMVGVEJX,S[IZIVEWXLIZMHIS
develops Smith and Miller quickly begin building
JSVQEPREVVEXMZIERHQYWMGEPGSRRIGXMSRW
FIX[IIRTPEGIWIZIRXWERHWSYRHW
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How’s Street E2. Monday April 13th. Rap music
accompanies a shot of tape caught on barbed
wire - a chance juxtaposition of sound and
MQEKIWYKKIWXMRKIQFEXXPIQIRXKLIXXSMWEXMSR
resistance to the problems of urban decay.
%RSPHVYWXMRK[VIGOIHGEVPSGEXIHFILMRH
the wire seems to speak of the deprivation
of this grim inner city environment. As we
GSRXIQTPEXIXLMWMQEKI[ILIEVXLIWSYRHSJ
a car being started somewhere offscreen – a
fortuitous combination of sound and image
that creates a nice gag about a vehicle that’s
going nowhere? Or Smith beginning to show
LMWLERHWYFXP]GSQFMRMRKEPMKRMRKNY\XETSWMRK
sounds and images to gently suggest meaning
or to create a particular effect. We can’t be
sure. But while in some sequences there is little
visual evidence of artistic intervention beyond
JVEQMRKERHGSQTSWMXMSRXLIWSYRHXVEGO
increasingly announces itself as a construction.
Smith layers and orchestrates sections of
EQFMIRXWSYRHMRWYGLE[E]XLEXEPXLSYKL
VIQEMRMRKPEQMREXIHXSXLIMQEKIXLI]JSVQE
WYFXPIEPQSWXYRHIXIGXEFPIQYWMUYIGSRGVrXI
SJXLIIRZMVSRQIRX%XXLIWEQIXMQI[I½RH
ourselves listening to sounds that distinguish
themselves from the formless banality of the
everyday soundscape. What marks these
TEVXMGYPEVWSYRHWMWXLIMVEFMPMX][LIRWYXYVIH
XSXLIMQEKIXSGVIEXIQIERMRK¯XLIMVEFMPMX]
to signify something other than their own
indexical status as witness to the world.
Whitby Street E1. Sunday May 17th. A can
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rattling down a street. Voices of a man and
young child. An empty piece of wall above
EPSGOYTYRMX-RXLIWXVIIXFIPS[XLIQER
GEVVMIWXLIGLMPHMRLMWEVQWIRXIVXEMRMRKXLI
MRJERXF]WXVMOMRKERIQTX]GER[MXLEFVSSQ
as if playing polo. The wind blows a piece of
cassette tape caught in the wall into the top
right hand corner of the frame. As it enters
the shot a slightly fuzzy recording of a female
Soul singer is heard on the soundtrack. The
[MRHWYFWMHIWXLIXETIHMWETTIEVWJVSQ
ZMI[ERHXLIQYWMGGYXWSYX,IVI7QMXL
playfully suggests that the movement of the
XETIWSQILS[GVIEXIWXLIWSYRH[ILIEV
challenging our common understanding of the
GEYWEPVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIRWSYRHERHMQEKI
undermining our belief in the veracity and
SFNIGXMZMX]SJ[LEXEX½VWXETTIEVIHXSFIER
almost forensic documentary project. As Lost
SoundFYMPHWSXLIVI\EQTPIWSJXLMWX]TIFIKMR
XSETTIEVXLIGLIZVSRWSREVSYRHEFSYX 
cue Smith to repeatedly rewind the section of
video in which they feature; when a weather
vane on top of a school roof swings to indicate
EGLERKIMR[MRHHMVIGXMSRXLIWSYRHJVSQ
the harvested cassette plays in reverse; tape
P]MRKSRXLI¾SSVEXEWXVIIXQEVOIXETTIEVW
XSTVSHYGIWSYRH[LIRWYRPMKLXJEPPWYTSRMX
but becomes silent when shadows cast by of
TEWWMRKWLSTTIVWXLVS[MXMRXSWLEHI,IVI
EWMRSXLIV[SVOWXLIGSRRIGXMSRWXLEX7QMXL
forges between sound and image alert us to the
TVSGIWWIWSJWMKRM½GEXMSREPIVXYWXSXLIJEGX
that meaning is an effect generated by combining
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sounds and images in particular ways. The
ZIV]MQTSWWMFMPMX]]IXEFWSPYXITPEYWMFMPMX]SJ
the events he creates from his sonic and visual
source materials alert us to the mediated nature
SJVITVIWIRXEXMSREW[IPPEWSYVS[REGXWSJ
perception and involvement in meaning making.
;LEXTVIWIRXWMXWIPJEWREXYVEP[IGSQIXS
VIEPMWIQSVIERHQSVILEWFIIRWIPIGXIH
EVVERKIHSVKERMWIH¯ERSVGLIWXVEXMSRSJ
individual moments sifted from many hours of
videotape. By the time we reach the closing
sequences of Lost Sound the authorial control
XLEX[EWEX½VWXLMHHIRLEWFIGSQIW[LSPP]
IZMHIRXEW7QMXLVITIEXIHP]PSSTWMRGVIEWMRKP]
brief sections of footage to create a rhythmic
and progressively more abstract audiovisual
QYWMUYIGSRGVrXI;MXLGLEVEGXIVMWXMGIPIKERGI
ERH[MX7QMXL´WGSPPEFSVEXMSR[MXL1MPPIVSTIRW
our eyes and ears to both the world around
us and to the mediation of that world through
cinematic experience.
Music
Blight
The heavy impact made by a sledgehammer
is looped to create a rhythmic foundation for
SXLIVWSYRHWKEXLIVIHEVSYRHMXWTPMRXIVMRK
[SSHGVYQFPMRKQEWSRV]¯XLIWSYRHWSJ
demolition. Fragments of speech. Different
voices located in amongst the soundscape of
HIWXVYGXMSR±VIHFVMGOXMPIW²±TPEWXIVVSWIW²
±MQMXEXMSRTVMQVSWIW²%QER´WZSMGIXLI
[SVH±WSVV]²VITIEXIHWIZIVEPXMQIWXEOIWMXW

TPEGI[MXLSXLIVWLEVHWSJWTIIGL±ORSGOXLI
[EPPHS[R²±WTPMRXIVWIZIV][LIVI²±KSYKI
MXSYX²7MQTPIWXEVOTMERSGLSVHWGVIEXIER
YRHIVWXEXIHIPIKMEGXSRIPIRHMRKXLIWIUYIRGI
ERYRHIVXS[SJWEHRIWWPSWW%GGSQTER]MRK
this we see images of workmen in hard hats
reducing houses to piles of rubble. With an old
NSMWXETMGOE\ISVFEVILERHW[EPPWEVITYWLIH
SZIVSVTYPPIHETEVXXLIW]RGWSYRHSJXLIWI
shots entering the mix as another element of
7QMXL´WIPIKERXERHQSZMRKQYWMUYIGSRGVrXI
of demolition. The voices we hear are those
SJYRWIIRVIWMHIRXWJSVGIHXSPIEZIXLIMV)EWX
London homes as a result of the construction of
the M11 link road in the mid-1990s.
With the exception of Lost SoundGSQTSWIH
or recorded music has never been a dominant
JIEXYVISJ7QMXL´W[SVO-XMWLIEVHFVMI¾]MR
Leading Light  SRISJ7QMXL´WIEVPMIWX½PQW
in which he tracks the movement of light across
a domestic interior. Here music is introduced
MRXSXLISXLIV[MWIWMPIRX½PQSRP][LIRWYRPMKLX
JEPPWSRXSEVIGSVHTPE]IVWMXXMRKSRXLI¾SSVSJ
XLIVSSQXLIZSPYQISJXLIQYWMGHIXIVQMRIH
by the amount of light playing across it (an
EYHMSZMWYEP½KYVIXLEX[MPPVIIQIVKIMR
Lost Sound *PEQIRGSKYMXEVMWLIEVHFVMI¾]
in The Black TowerEWXLI½PQ´WTVSXEKSRMWX
contemplates an ornate plaster moulding in his
FIHVSSQVIMQEKMRIHEW±XLIWPIITMRK1I\MGER
[LSWEXGVSWWPIKKIHSRQ]GIMPMRK²1SVI
recently a quick blast of Acker Bilk’s Stranger on
the Shore½RHWMXW[E]MRXSSoft Work (2012).
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The result of a collaboration with the
GSQTSWIV.SGIP]R4SSOBlight (1994-6) is
TIVLETWXLIQSWXQYWMGEPSJEPP7QMXL´W½PQW
[IEZMRKWTIIGLQYWMGERHPSGEXMSRWSYRH
into a sophisticated and emotionally powerful
GSRXMRYYQFPYVVMRKXLIHMWXMRGXMSRWFIX[IIR
GSQTSWMXMSRWSYRHHIWMKRERHIHMXMRK-J7QMXL
LEWEP[E]WFIIRERIEVQMRHIH½PQQEOIV–
attuned to the sounds of the environment and
the rhythms of speech – then the collaboration
[MXL4SSOETTIEVWXSLEZIMRXIRWM½IHXLI
musicality that has always been inherent in his
approach to sound. This musicality is evident
JVSQXLIZIV]½VWXQSQIRXWSJXLI½PQEWXLI
Doppler swish of passing cars gives way to the
GVIEOMRKSJ[SSHXLIGVYRGLSJJEPPMRKVYFFPI
ERHXLIVITIEXIHTLEWI±.SVHERERH/MQ²¯E
QSXLIVTIVLETWGEPPMRKLIVGLMPHVIRMRJVSQ
the street. As the sequence gradually builds
MRGSQTPI\MX]XI\XYVIERHHITXLMXFIGSQIW
IZMHIRXXLEX7QMXLMWEGSQTSWIVGLSSWMRK
placing and combining sounds as much for
their affective impact as for what they might
mean or represent. The musical qualities of the
woman’s voice seem to be what has motivated
the extraction of this particular phrase from
what was presumably once a longer recording
¯EXIGLRMUYIXLEXMWYWIHIPWI[LIVIMRXLI½PQ
generating poignant leitmotifs from fragments
of everyday speech. It is precisely this mix and
TPE]FIX[IIRQEXIVMEPMX]JSVQERHQIERMRK
XLEXMHIRXM½IW.SLR7QMXLEWERSVMKMREPZSMGIMR
experimental cinema.
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*SV7QMXLLYQSYVI\TIVMQIRXEXMSRERH
VI¾I\MZMX]EVIRIZIVKSEPWMRXLIQWIPZIWFYX
part and parcel of cinema’s potential to engage
with the world and our understanding of it. In
investigating what is at stake in the creation and
transmission of meaning Smith brings us back to
XLIWSGMEPWTLIVIVIQMRHMRKYWXLEXXLITVEGXMGI
SJEVXMWTSPMXMGEPERHLEWTSPMXMGEPTSXIRXMEP%RH
[LEXHMWXMRKYMWLIW7QMXL´W[SVOMRXLMWVIKEVH
MWMXWPMZIP]IRXIVXEMRMRKXLSYKLXJYPERHTPE]JYP
sensitivity to sound - prompting us to take
TPIEWYVIMRPMWXIRMRKTVSQTXMRKYWXSPMWXIR
Andy Birtwistle

